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What did the shooter admit himself, about himself: “...My real mom was a Jew. I 

am glad I never met her.” - School Shooter Cruz 

Everyone who is born of a Jewish mother is a Jew according to Rabbinical law. So 

the difference between this Jew and another in Israel is simply their territory on the 

planet and nothing else. 

Well, what do we have to say here? This deranged retard was Jewish. They are 

attempting to try to turn this into the usual, yet again, to take guns away from 

Americans (lest the American Goyim have any defense for what is being planned 

for them), and communists are generally attacking the Trump administration on 

this thing, like they were responsible for it specifically or something. 

They have done a lot of things decently, such as not increasing the infestation of 

gangs and declaring a gang war on the world's most dangerous gangs, but also 

not interfering with the rights to own arms, etc. This is at least something that is 

better than if the other side was elected. 

The point being, Jews don't give a fuck how many people die in the rise of their 

agenda. 

Violence is something very embedded in Jewish blood. The Jews also know very 

well what is going on with many of these shootings. While others are staged, others 

are real. They are infested with Kabbalistic numbers, and in many ways, they follow 

a very obvious pattern. 

Shooting innocent kids at a goddamn school is a shocking crime. How more fucked 

up and Jewish can an assault get? This is what Israel is doing in Palestine as well. 

They enjoy hitting on innocents to cause maximum public shock. Also, there are 

websites online which prove beyond any doubt what was the problem with many 

of these shooters. It wasn't some random reason like simply 'ideology', but drugs, 

and many other factors. Many of these people are in hardcore drug usage. On top 

of other issues. 

https://www.ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=2822#p16423


Many drugs are also 'legal' and they are given to very weak people in their youth, 

causing an array of problems, also 'legally'. This is a major crime that needs to 

stop. It's beyond comprehension - the life of people gets ruined. There are children 

below the age of 10 taking these hard drugs because they are diagnosed with 

fictitious diseases. Then one must take a lot of care and have an iron will to get 

back to normal again. 

However, America has failed in this war against drugs and promoting drugs, 

because it is not reacting against the Jews. Jews made, with Hollywood and 

(((art))) drugs into the center of attention for the whole of the country. Drug lords 

became like holy saints and glamorized beyond compare. Because the presently 

ruled Jewish society is cut-throat and unnatural, making people very depressed 

and they do all sorts of crazy things. 

If you pay close attention it's the Jews that promote drugs the most. Because they 

are soulless and an ugly species that likes to see other people suffer during this. 

One round on Jewtube on these promoters, and you will see why they promote 

this alien agenda. Many drugs are meant to literally ruin the human brain at the 

deepest levels. 

Back to the shooting, there is one very clear issue here. The Jews respond to the 

needs of their race and execute them even if they are simply Jewish. This is 

metaphysical as well, they cannot control it consciously. They need to regain power 

in America somehow for their anti-gun narrative and to push back the awakening 

of the populace, by somehow linking it to… literally… their OWN racial crimes. 

The Jews need to censor weapon ownership in America as soon as possible. This 

is part of destroying the Constitution in general. Then after guns, they will take free 

speech etc. It's a well-known thing they cause crimes against innocents to try to 

pull these stunts. They hate that the populace can protect themselves, in particular 

from gangs and other predators. So they become really pissed off and want the 

Goyim to be defenseless. 

The same thing happened in Europe, they saw the terrorist sitting there with the 

bomb and they couldn't do jack shit- everyone was defenseless. If someone had 

shot them on time, as they were taking out their bombs, maybe these things could 

have been prevented. This is why Hitler allowed Germans to have licenses to 

legally carry small firearms, which, due to how the society was built, they didn't 



have to ever use anyway. Because the more alike the folk, the more disciplined 

the people, and the less tragic a civilization, all that simple, the less crime. 

The Jew in the picture, the so-called "Shooter". Not only this is a rat, but this also 

looks like a very dangerous rat. 

 

Jews hate humanity and Gentiles. What this Jew did all his life was whine and hate 

on other races, go on his Jewbook and pose with bulletproof vests, and basically 

prepare for the purpose of his Jewish life which was to kill other people. Meanwhile, 

a lot of people in the security of the USA are busy creating bots to censor videos 

that criticize Jews, rather than bust these obvious criminals. This "Cruz" was a 

racial Jew. He could be a Rabbi basically in Israel. He just took another route. But 

he still acted in the same way his tribe does and removed for no reason people 

from this world. 

Below from CNN News: 

https://edition.cnn.com/2018/02/16/us/e ... ram-group/ 

"During one of the anti-Semitic rants in the chat, Cruz spoke of his birth mother, 

saying, “My real mom was a Jew. I am glad I never met her.”..." 
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Reply from [A Forum Member]: 

In America, the cities with the most gun control have the highest rates of crime 

and gun-related murders. When they ease off on the gun control laws, the crime 

rates go down. Because law-abiding citizens have the ability to defend themselves 

from criminals. 

Always remember, the Jewish lobby is behind gun control in America but turn 

around and support Israel where the average Jew is armed like in a Rambo movie. 

 

GUN CONTROL IS GOYIM CONTROL FOR THE JEWS. 



Reply from [A Forum Member]: 

Sandy Hook was a total false flag by the tribe that connected to predictive 

programming they used in their movies. To set this up in the mass mind. The one 

propaganda actor was exposed as being there, dressed badly as a SWAT 

member, carrying his rifle dangerously wrong, and then shows up again as one of 

the fathers of the victims. The thing was a Jewish production, which is why books 

exposing Sandy Hook were banned on Amazon along with Holocaust truth books 

by the Jewish lobby. 


